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From the President’s desk: 

As the long days of Minnesota summers transition to the cool, crisp days of Fall, we feel the familiar tug to our heartstrings 

– Durga Puja is around the corner!   

In addition to soaking in the festivities with friends and family and enjoying the superb culinary options, Durga Puja is all 

about celebrating our culture and shared camaraderie.  It’s a major festival for 

Bengalis and all others who have made it part of their lives.  Traditionally, Durga Puja 

is an annual festival celebrated over a period of ten days. In Kolkata, streets are lit 

up while puja pandals set up in myriad themes adorn every nook and corner of the 

West Bengal capital.  Other parts of India see their own modifications to this major 

festival with fine nuances to celebrate regional influences. 

This marks the 31st Durga Puja in the Twin Cities organized by the Bengali 

Association of MN.  For many of us in the US, it connects us to our roots and is a 

celebration of the shared values and culture that bring people together – in peace 

and harmony! 

The recent year has been like no other, as we all adjust to a new norm – socially and in our professional lives.  It’s also a 

testament to the human spirit that adapts and strives to forge ahead, no matter what the odds are!  The decision to hold 

Durga Puja this year was not an easy one.  Our BOD team looked at various options, while keeping safety considerations 

for all at prime importance.  The hybrid model that was eventually arrived at, was based on CDC and MN State guidelines 

as well as a “pulse” of the community.  I’d like to thank the BAM Executive Committee and the Board members for their 

dedication to this effort.  As we meet in person or virtually to celebrate the victory of good over evil, amidst the resonant 

sound of “dhaak” and the divine purity of “kaash” flowers, let’s take a moment to be thankful for the blessings that have come 

our way.   

The BAM leadership team has operated on a careful strategy this year in compliance with COVID-19 guidance and State 

regulations.  We participated in Connect India which was well attended by the senators and heads of regional 

organizations.  We had a good Saraswati Puja celebration, along with Cultural programs that were streamed with virtual 

participation and viewing available across US and India.  BAM had a strong presence at IndiaFEST 2021 at the State Capitol 

Grounds on Aug 14th – with an impressive parade and booth.  Our collaboration with IAM and other regional groups has 

provided networking opportunities for all as well as an opportunity to help others during these challenging times.  I am glad 

to share that BAM set a record this year – we were the winners of the “Best Booth Exhibit” – 2 years in a row!   

Durgotsav brings people together, and its success is a reflection of the hard work of many individuals.  Enjoy the cultural 

functions that span over several days and join in the fun activities.  I would like to thank the BOD, Committee Chairs and all 

the volunteers who stepped up to make the event a success.  Stay Safe and take care of each other…! 

Warm Regards, 

Binita Bose Sinha 

(President - Bengali Association of Minnesota) 
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Editorial Notes 

A Big Thank You to our budding artists, authors and poets (children’s category), our respected Seniors and 

Community members for their valuable contributions to our annual magazine, Sannikat!  This year, we also 

bring to you thoughtful contributions from extended families in India. We are astounded by the response and 

can’t wait to share the 27th edition of Sannikat with everyone! Apart from the artworks, stories, manuscripts 

and poems, we have introduced new categories like “Senior Spotlight” and “Achievements” to the magazine.  

 

      We are happy to bring back a hard copy of the magazine which will be available during Durga Puja 

festivities at a nominal cost. Additionally, Sannikat will be available through Amazon Publication House, the 

details of which will be posted in MNbangali.org, the BAM website and MN Bengali (Bengali Association of 

Minnesota) Facebook page.  

 

It is noteworthy to mention that the Sannikat editorial team faces various challenges of coming up with 

appropriate policies of citations, referencing, crediting for its specific content, and usage of 

images/photographs available online. We concluded that being a non-profit organization, all digital assets in 

the magazine not owned by the contributors, are used by them under the “fair use” doctrine of the US 

Copyright law. 

 

Sannikat connects the Bengali Youth of BAM to their rich cultural heritage! We, the members of the 

community, are connected together by the love of our motherland and our roots. This magazine is a medium 

through which we can resonate with the contributors’ thoughts. The happiness this season brings is no 

different than how it is in our motherland! 

Let us all come together again this year and experience the joys of Durga Puja celebration through the Puja 

rituals in Park Center High School and Virtual Cultural Programs.  

 

Thanks and Regards, 

Sannikat Editorial Committee, 2021 

Bengali Association of Minnesota 
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Senior Spotlight – Rita Mustaphi 

 

Who am I?  

 

A simple question, but answering this requires me to 

think back about my whole life! Before I start, I thank 

the Bengali Association of Minnesota for requesting my 

contribution to the Sannikat’s newly added section 

‘Seniors Spotlight!’ I chose to visualize my personal 

history in a Q&A format. Now, where to begin... 

Q: Hi Rita/di/aunty/mashi/dida, tell us a little more 

about you and your work. Can you fill us in on your 

background and what your art form is? 

A: I was born and raised in Kolkata, India. I graduated 

from the University of Calcutta with a major in 

physiology and Rabindra Bharati University with a 

major in dance. After training in dance with various 

gurus, I chose to specialize in Kathak dance from none 

other than the legend himself, the Kathak maestro, 

Padma Vibhushan Pandit Birju Maharaj! He taught me 

to love dance as though it were human, to feel its all-

encompassing beauty and to center myself within my 

body. To me, dance is a place for investigation, 

experimentation, struggle, desire, taking risks, falling 

and rising up again! Nature is my inspiration, space is 

my canvas, and as I experience the world in motion, I 

create moving paintings that resonate on a deeper 

level. 

 

Q: When did you first become interested in dance? 

How did it happen? Who were some of your 

influences? 

A: This question takes me back to my childhood, when I 

was suffering from rickets––a softening and weakening 

of bones in children usually due to inadequate levels of 

vitamin D. My pediatrician suggested to my parents that 

I needed physical exercise. To my parents' surprise, they 

found me moving in front of large mirrors in our home and
Photo by Michael Daniel 
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 that gave them the idea to hire a dance teacher for me 

starting at age 4 or 5. If my parents had not come to that 

conclusion, I may not be dancing today! 

 

My upbringing was unique in such a way that 

though I lived in the city most of the year, every summer 

vacation and Durga Puja time, we visited our ancestral  

home in a village in Burdwan. We always stayed for the 

entire vacation among 33 members in our joint family! 

We lived in a sprawling home with a temple, large 

ponds, mango and lychee groves, cow sheds and more! 

I finally had enough friends to play and to fight with, and 

with this stimulation as well as being so close to nature, 

my imagination soared. Together, we created dance, 

music, skits and magic shows guided by our 

grandparents, aunts and neighbors. We performed in 

the village square with oil lamps all around as our only 

source of light! How thrilling it was…. 

Q: Can you tell us about your journey to the U.S. and 

your life here?  

A: I had an arranged marriage to Kalyan Mustaphi, who 

immigrated to the U.S., and I landed in New Jersey in 

June of 1970. My first dance performance there was in 

a film based on Rabindranath Thakur’s Chandalika in 

New York City! In 1971, we moved to Minnesota. In the 

meantime, I took courses in Medical Technology, 

worked at Mount Sinai Hospital as a medical 

technologist, assisting pathologists in collecting tissue 

samples for processing––and believe me, I hated it!  

 

My mother-in-law, an enlightened woman who used to 

write editorial columns in the Boshumoti newspaper, 

advised me to dance, create and teach! And that 

became my mantra! 

 

In those days, there were very few Indian cultural 

activities to be found, let alone Bengali! So I joined a 

group of Indian American mothers in creating SILC (the  

School for Indian Languages and Culture) in 1979, 

which is now located in St. Paul. Later, with the help of 

a handful of Bengalis with a passion for music and 

dance, I jumped into creating Tagore dance dramas for 

the community. Eventually, the India Club presented 

Shapmochan and Shyama free of charge to audiences 

at the Northrop Auditorium, then Tasher Desh at 

O’Shaughnessy Auditorium. We also performed at 

countless community celebrations, such as Naba 

Barsho, Durga Puja, Saraswati Puja, Diwali Festival, 

Festival of Nations and many more! To me, the process 

is more important than the final event. What joy we had 

together, not only in creating and participating in the art, 

but also in cooking and eating together at rehearsals, 

constructing the costumes and props together, etc. I 

remember our Bengali community’s first Durga Puja in 

1980, when we decorated the pratima with painted 

paper plates as ‘chal-chitra’ & ‘Chand-mala’, cooked 

enormous amounts of food and sweets and of course 

had a beautiful cultural program! In 1990, together, we, 

the Bengalis, formed The Bengali Association of 

Minnesota! I served as its president for 2 years in 2017 

through 2019. A community of enthusiasts and art lovers 

was slowly built for Indian art in Minnesota, my new 

home!  

Q: Now tell us about your dance company, Katha 

Dance Theatre and how that began? 

A: In 1978, in response to demand from the local Indian 

community, I began teaching in the Twin Cities. Then in 

1987, I realized my dream by founding a professional 

company and school of Kathak dance, Katha Dance 

Theatre (KDT). As with any endeavor, it took a 

tremendous amount of energy and drive to create 

something from nothing. KDT was Minnesota’s first 

Asian Indian dance company, and it is the only Kathak 

dance company in Minnesota and one of the most 

reputed professional Kathak companies in the United 

States. My company of eight professional dancers has 

performed numerous shows from an active repertory of 

substantial works that I have choreographed over the 

past 33 years. Our signature works, Khudhita Pashan 

(The Hungry Stones), Kathak Yatra and Abhinaya 

toured to Banga Sammelan at Chicago, as well as 

Baltimore, Philadelphia and Toronto, and received 
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standing ovations! With Karna - the Abandoned Hero, 

Sudha’s Story and Katha-Kahini, we toured to India to 

perform at dance festivals like Khajuraho, Modera, 

Kathak Kendra’s Vasantatsav and more!  

 

In addition to my work with KDT, I’ve performed 

as a company member of Minneapolis’ Guthrie Theatre 

and as a troupe member of Pandit Birju Maharaj at 

Carnegie Hall. My recent work for the Bengali 

Association of Minnesota was a thematic performance 

of Agomoni (2017) with 60+ performers! I have received 

three McKnight Fellowships for choreography, a 

Lifetime achievement award in 2011 from the India 

Association of Minnesota and a 2012 Education Award 

from the Ordway Center of Performing Arts in the 

category of Excellence in Vision. In 2021, I received a 

‘Nari Shakti Award’ (Women Empowerment Award) 

from Indian Council of Cultural Relations (ICCR).  

 

Q: What do you get out of teaching versus 

creating/performing your own work? What do you 

enjoy the most about teaching? 

A: Teaching and choreographing dance are two of the 

most satisfying parts of my life. I believe that a strong 

choreographic piece begins with a strong intent and 

blossoms from there. My desire to create dance was 

born from an atmosphere of freedom in which ideas and 

imagination are encouraged and grow and flourish. 

When I see our dance school students win accolades at 

international dance shows, I feel like a proud parent. 

When I performed at the prestigious Carnegie Hall, it 

brought me nervousness but also immense joy like 

nothing else. 

 

Q: Have you been working on any new 

projects lately? 

A: Yes. For two years, I’ve been working with 

composer/vocalist J.D. Steele, and Ifrah Mansour, a 

Somali immigrant to the U.S., on a new evening-length 

piece based on a revolutionary poem titled 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

“Saamyabaadi - Of Equality” written by the 

revolutionary poet Kazi Nazrul Islam. We’re looking 

forward to premiering it at St. Paul’s Park Square 

Theatre this November! 

Q: During this time of great change in Minnesota 

and around the world, how do you see the arts as 

fitting into that story? 

A: Art and culture are essential for community-building 

and development. They have the power to help you 

understand the past and offer ideas about ways to share 

a more equitable future. They can also help to 

strengthen cultural identity and heal trauma. 

Q: How do you practice creativity in your everyday 

life? 

A.  I listen to my mind, I observe my surroundings, I take 

a stroll and think, I daydream, I dance and I create dance 

that transforms me! I create works that provoke feelings, 

stimulate the senses and activate the mind.  

 

Conclusion 

I feel blessed to have a very caring and supportive 

family! Kalyan, my husband, whom I have known for 51 

years, is nothing but a blessing to me; a lover, a friend, 

a critic and an advisor who is very understanding, 

respectful and accepting in every way! Our daughters, 

Raka and Semonti, two very accomplished women, are 

our eyes and ears. Not only did they make us parents of 

two very able sons-in-law, Chris and Scott, but also filled 

our lives with enormous joy: three munchkins, our 

grandsons, Linden (8), Kavi (5)  and Khelan (3)! I live to 

see smiles on their faces and lights in their eyes! 

 And you all, my community that includes my 

extended family, a small circle of trusted friends and a 

vast support network - your loving, acceptance and 

availability uplift and encourage me. You all inspire me 

to love, hope, and continue living a meaningful life!  

Namaskar! 

Rita Mitra Mustaphi 
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Recognition of Special Achievement 

Dental nanomaterials trailblazer Sumita Mitra receives 

European Inventor Award 2021 

  
The European Patent Office (EPO) recently honored Indian-American chemist Dr. 
Sumita Mitra with the European Inventor Award 2021 in the “Non-EPO countries” 
category for her trailblazing work in successfully integrating nanotechnology into 
dental materials. This Award is one of Europe’s most prestigious innovation honors. 
The Award ceremony took place virtually on June 17, 2021. Dr. Mitra was the first 
to propose the use of nanoparticles as fillers in dental composites and, working with 
a team of scientists and engineers at 3M Company’s Oral Care Division, was able 
to successfully integrate nanotechnology to the production of dental materials, 
leading to a new family of composites to repair teeth. The resulting filling materials 
are stronger, more durable and aesthetically superior than previous dental fillings. 
The technology was first commercialized in 2002 as 3MTM FiltekTM Supreme 
Universal Restorative.  Since then further improvements have been made and a 
family of Filtek products have been introduced. Dentists all over the globe have 
adopted this material in their practice to repair broken and diseased teeth; more 
than one billion teeth have been repair using this material helping to restore 
people’s smiles. “Her invention remains commercially successful nearly 20 years 
after its launch – another reason why she is an inspiration to the next generation of 
scientists” says EPO president António Campinos.  

 
 
 
Sumita grew up in Kolkata, India and obtained her B.Sc from Presidency College and M.Sc. from Science College of the 

University of Kolkata. She obtained a Ph.D. in organic/polymer chemistry from the University of Michigan. Following a 

year of Postdoctoral work at Case Western Reserve University she joined 3M Company and worked there for 32 years 

before retiring. For ten years she was also the Industrial Director of the Minnesota Dental Research Center of 

Biomaterials and Biomechanics at the University of Minnesota. She and her husband Dr. Smarajit Mitra now run an 

independent consulting company, Mitra Chemical Consulting LLC. Sumita has received many other honors and awards 

including being inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame in 2018 the Minnesota Inventors Hall of Fame in 2019, 

and American Heroes of Chemistry Award in 2009. At present she volunteers in several organizations especially those 

related to the encouragement of STEM education. 
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Vote of Thanks from the Board 
 
I have had the privilege of being the Cultural Chair for BAM for the year 2021 and feel truly honored. I wish to thank the 
entire BAM BOD 2021 for their belief in me. 
But every event is the culmination of teamwork; a group of diligent & hardworking people; and I had the best team beside 

me helping bring to fruition the task entrusted to me. Thank you team for your time, efforts, valuable insights & guidance. 

Tech Team: Sudhansu Jena, Mintu Talukdar, Bidesh Roy, Sandip Nath 

 

Ambuja Goswami (Emcee & Communication), Priyanka Shaw ( Emcee 

& Communication),  Tulika Chakraborty ( Emcee & Art Work), Rumi 

Talukdar (Emcee), Debasmita Mukherjee (Emcee), Satabdi Datta 

(Emcee) 

 

A big Thank you to the Sannikat Team: Koushik Dutta, Ambuja 

Goswami, Bodhisatya Bhaduri, Arijit Mondal, Aaratrika Mondal. 

A Huge Thank you to the larger BAM community for your relentless 

support and participation. 

 

Last but in no way the least Thank You Anish, Shivali & Mishti.. You guys 

are the best.. 

  

Ipshita Choudhury 

Cultural Committee Chair 2021 

 

 
I sincerely thank Shubhodip Niyogi of the Communications sub-committee 
for this meticulous work with the complex IT infrastructure of the BAM 
website.He was instrumental in creating the ticketing system during various 
BAM events in 2021, and able to quickly resolve occasional technical 

glitches. ধনযবাে শুভেীপ, for all your help and dedication and for being 

available in very tight schedule. I am grateful to all BAM Board of Directors 
for their feedback and to the entire BAM Community for support. 

  

Koushik Dutta 

Communications Chair 2021 
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I am thankful and grateful to our BAM membership team who have been actively 
involved in laying out the BAM membership process for the year 2021. This dynamic 
team has the diverse combination of technical knowledge (Tanmoy Chakraborty and 
Bodhisatya Bhaduri) and active community involvement over several years (Sourav 
Bhunia and Subhadip Kumar).  The team is not only heavily involved in engaging 
the Bengali community of Minnesota but also provides them with the feeling of 
belonging and social connectedness to our rich traditions. The team is diligently 
involved in maintaining and managing the membership portal and process throughout 
the year.   

In addition to the official membership sub-committee, I would like to extend my 
thankful note to Amlan Ghosh, Snehasish Ghosh and Saumyadip Bagchi who were 
the leading architects of the BAM membership portal and transferred the knowledge 

successfully to the present team.  

“We must find time to stop and thank the people who make a difference in our lives.”- John F. Kennedy 

Raini Dutta 

Membership Committee Chair 2021 

 

Thank you BAM for giving me the opportunity to serve this great community. 

Organizing an event is a teamwork. As a first time BOD member, I have received 

enormous help, support and guidance from my fellow BOD members. I'm really 

grateful to my team members of Pujo Committee. I sincerely appreciate the efforts 

of team members: Anish Choudhury, Rumi Talukdar, Suchismita Basu, Antara 

Pratihar and Moushumi Maiti.  

A big Thanks to Ipshita Choudhury(Di)for constantly motivating me!  A big shout out 

to the greater BAM Community for  coming forward every time and making each 

event successful especially during the unprecedented times. None of the Pujos are 

possible without Purohits and a Big Thank you to our beloved Ashok da(Mr. Ashok 

Chattopadhyay) ,Smaran Mishra and my husband Sandip for coming forward to 

perform the pujas. Saraswati Puja 2021 wouldn't be possible without you all. A big thank you to those who came forward 

to volunteer in Saraswati Puja and BAM picnic. I am grateful to my family and friends for their support! I would like to 

Thank the BAM Community in advance for all your support and effort towards our upcoming Durga Pujo 2021 event! 

See you all soon! 

Rikhia Basu 

Pujo Committee Chair 2021 
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In these unprecedented times that we have been living for the past one and half 

year, it has been challenging for everyone in the community balancing work- life 

along with community events so it was no different for me. Being the food chair 

for 2021 BAM it was both an honor and pleasure to serve the community. I’m 

really grateful to my Food subcommittee team for their immense support and help 

during my tenure this year as Food chair. Really appreciate all the sincere efforts 

in ensuring that best food is served at optimal cost following safety protocols. 

Avijit Das: helped with negotiation with vendors and accompanied me to deliver 

some nice and warm authentic Bengali food on a cold chilly day! He also helped 

with delivering appetizers in the BAM Picnic! 

Subhadip Niyogi and Golok: these guys can get best deals in MN when it comes 

to food!!Helper in getting various options from different vendors for catering in  

Saraswati Pujo and Picnic! 

Arunava Das, Abhradeep, Golok, Subhadip Niyogi and Saumyadip Bagchi: For all the support  during picnic and events 

and bringing novel ideas during meetings. Proud to be part of this team!!!As I express my thanks, we are working and 

leaving no stones unturned for making the DP2021 event at temple, a memorable one. 

Saying “Thank you” really matters to me as the food committee team in 2021 helped in making the 2021 limited events 

successful even with multiple constraints and challenges due to pandemic. Last but not the least, Thanks to the greater 

BAM Community for coming forward and making the events successful! 
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Sandeep Basu 

Food Committee Chair 2021 

 



 

 

 

Celebrating our Grads 

 

Shivali Choudhury, daughter of Ipshita and Anish Choudhury, a graduate from 
Farmington High School is pursuing her Bachelor’s Degree at the Carlson school 
of Management, University of Minnesota. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Devna Panda, daughter of Chhanda and Purnendu Panda, a 

graduate from Eden Prairie High School is pursuing her Bachelor’s 

Degree at the University of Minnesota in Biomedical Engineering. 
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 Kids Achievements 

 
Name: Shivali Choudhury 
Parents: Ipshita Choudhury/ Anish Choudhury 
Shivali as a sophomore, started a sign language club in her school. 
In due course of time, the club became very popular as a growing 
number of students started showing interest in learning sign 
language. The response was so phenomenal that sign language is 
now offered as a subject in the Farmington School District.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name: Subham Maiti 
Parents: Ipsita Priyadarshini / Souvik Maiti 
Subham competed with peers of 
his grade (Grade 2) in USA and ranked as below:  
Exam*: Math Kangaroo 
State Rank: 2 
National Rank: 8  
Exam*: Math Bee (North South Foundation) 
State Rank: 1 
National Rank*: 4 
 

         Also, when it comes to Karate 

Tournament: Diamond Nationals  
Group: National Karate Schools Intramural (Age 8 and Under) 
Division: Empty-Hand Form 
Rank: 2 
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Congratulations to our young achiever Subham! 

Congratulations to Shivali for taking the initiative! 



 

 

 

Album of BAM Events 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saraswati Puja 2021 :  This was the first event of the year. It was a volunteer only event which was casted live. 

Photos: Ipshita Chowdhury 
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BAM Picnic 2021 :  This was the very first In-person event of the year. It was a gala with sumptuous 

food, extensive socializing and welcoming some new members to the community. 

Photos: Bodhisatya Bhaduri 
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IndiaFEST 2021 :  IndiaFEST was held in-person this year. It was a very significant year for the Indian 

community as August 15th was declared “India Day” by the Minnesota Legislature and it was announced by 

Rep Ginny Klevorn of Plymouth during this event. 

The BAM booth ended up winning the trophy for Best Decoration!  

Photos: Bodhisatya Bhaduri 
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মা দরূ্ গা | Subhra Saha 
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র্ল্প /  পবতা 

Photograph: Bodhisatya Bhaduri 
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শ্রী শ্রী দুর্গা মা আমাদের জীবন সাথী 

সুধীর নাথ 

 

মা আমার জীবন সাথী সারা পেন মাদয়র পদথ চ্পল। 

মাদয়র পনদেগদি থাপ  ড়নড়বিধায় ক াপভড-19 ক  ভয় নাপহ  পর॥ 

পৃপথবী ছাড়া অনয গ্রহ নক্ষদে জীবন কনই তাদত আদক্ষপ  ী। 

এই মদতগয পছলাম না থা দবা না আমরা সবাই স্বর্গদলাদ র অপধবাসী॥ 

মা আমার ভর্বান, পেদেদবর কেওয়া ক ৌথ ক্ষমতায় বলবান। 

সব কেবর্দের কথদ  পাওয়া অস্ত্র ও বাহদন সপিত হদয় পবরাজমান॥ 

সারা বৎসদরর আ াপিত দুর্গাপূজা আমার ভর্বাদনরই পূজা, ধ্বপনত হয় এই সাংবাে। 

সারা দুপনয়া আনদে আত্মহারা কপদত ভর্বাদনর আিীবগাে॥ 

কেতা  ুদর্ শ্রীরাম, সীতা উদ্ধাদরর জনয মাদয়র পূজা  দরন ১০৮-পট পদ্ম পেদয়। 

সীতা কিা  েূর  রার তদর মা কেখা কেন পেনয়নী ছদ্মদবদি॥ 

দ্বাপর  ুদর্ মা নবজাত  শ্রী দৃের পপতাদ  সহায়তা  দরন কর্া দুল কপৌৌঁছাদত। 

 পল  ুদর্ পাপ-দরার্-দিা  কথদ  মুি  রদত মাদয়র অবস্থান সব জায়র্ায়দত॥ 

এই ভাদবই মা আমাদের জীবন সাথী তাই  পল  ুর্ পন ৃষ্ট নদহ। 

এদসা আমরা মাদয়র পূজা  পর মদনাদ ার্ পেদয় মাদয়র পনদেগপিত পদথ॥ 

সতয, কেতা, দ্বাপর  ুদর্ পসপদ্ধলাভ সম্ভব পছল অদন  বৎসর ক ার্ সাধনার ফদল। 

 পল ুদর্ শুধু শ্রীরাম ও শ্রী ৃদের নাম জপ  দর তাহা পাওয়া  ায় শ্রীরাধার আিীবগাদে॥ 

 

 

পবেুর চ্ার অবতার সতয  ুদর্, পতন অবতার কেতা  ুদর্, দুই অবতার দ্বাপর  ুদর্। 

 ুদর্  ুদর্ পবেরু আপবভগাব পৃপথবীদ  রক্ষা  রদত অসরুদের হাত কথদ ॥ 
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 পল ুদর্ শুধু এ  অবতার  ল্কী তাৌঁরও আপবভগাব ঘদট পন। 

সতয  ুদর্ দ্রাপবড় নর্র, কেতাদত অদ াধযা, দ্বাপদর দ্বার া,  পল  ুদর্ ইউ-এস-এ আিা পর॥ 

মাদয়র মপের পমদনদসাটার কমপলদগ্রাদভ পমপসপসপপ নেীর তীদর। 

ভারদতর র্ঙ্গার তীদর েপক্ষদেশ্বর  ালীবাপড়র অন ুরদে॥  

পমপসপসপপ নেী র্ঙ্গার মতন মাদয়র বাতগা ছড়ায় চ্াপরপেদ । 

এদসা আমরা মাদয়র মপেদর  াই মাদয়র পদথর পনদেগি শুনদত॥ 
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                                     Uma | Jyotirmoy Roy                                                 Watercolor on paper  
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ক ানটা বাপড়  
প্রতী  মণ্ডল 

 

নীল আকাশশ সাদা মমশের দুষু্ট লশুকাচুড়র, 

গাশের ডাশল ঐ মদখা যায় ড়শউড়ল ফশুলর কুুঁড়ি, 

কাশফশুলর ঐ ঝাুঁক, দশূর বাজশে বুড়ঝ ঢ্াক, 

উমার মকাশল মোট্ট গশেশ ড়দশে হামাগুড়ি | 

 

শরৎ এশলা, মশতিয এখন সাশজা সাশজা রব, 

আসশে উমা, বরেডালা হাশত ড়নশয় ততরী থাশকা সব, 

উমা এখন তকলাস মথশক ড়দশে সশব পাড়ি, 

বের েশুর আসশে ড়ফশর আবার বাশপর বাড়ি | 

একইসাশথ মসশজগুশজ ড়দশে খুকী পাড়ি, 

এই প্রথম মস যাশব মসাজা ঠাম্মা দাদুর বাড়ি, 

তকলাশস নয়, খুকী থাশক সাত সাগশরর তীশর, 

উশিাজাহাজ মপ ুঁশে মদশব আকাশশর বকু ড়চশর | 

মদখশব প্রথম উমার পূজা মকমন ভাশব হয়, 

ঠাম্মা দাদুর মকাশল মযশত তর নাড়হ ময সয় | 

 

উমা এড়ল? মদশখ মতাশক জড়ুিশয় মগশলা প্রাে 

বেরভশরর অশপক্ষার আজ হশলা অবসান | 
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বুশিা বাশপর কথা মশন পিশলা এতক্ষশন? 

কটা ড়দন ময থাকশত বড়ল, কার কথা মক মশাশন? 

দীেিপশথর মশশে খকুী মদখশলা নয়ন মমশল, 

নতুন মদশশর নতুন ড়জড়নস, বড্ড মসশকশল | 

ঐশতা ঠাড়ম্ম, ঐশতা দাদা, হাত বাড়িশয় আশে, 

নয়শতা দশূর, এ ময মদড়খ অশনক অশনক কাশে ! 

 

আনশেশত মকশট মগশলা ড়দনগুশলা সব দ্রুত, 

বাশপর বাড়ির আদশর উমা তকলাসড়বস্মতৃ | 

ওড়দশক নতুন জামা, নতুন জশুতায় মসশজ, 

দাদার োশি মচশপ খুকী েুরশলা মবজায় মশশে | 

ঢ্াশকর আওয়াজ, ধূপধশুনা আর আশলার মরাশনাই, 

উমার সাশথ প্রথম মদখা এমনই হওয়া চাই | 

 

সব আশলার মশশে, অন্ধকাশরর মবশশ 

সময়েড়ি ড়বদায়শবলার েন্টা বাজায় এশস | 

আর কটা ড়দন বাশপর কাশে থাকশল হশতা না মর? 

এটাও বাড়ি, তকলাশস ড়ক মযশতই হশব ড়ফশর? 

আবার কশব আসড়ব খুকী? বশুিা বুড়ি একা, 

মতাশক োিা এই বাড়ি ময বড্ড ফাুঁকা ফাুঁকা | 

পশররবাশর খকুী তখন অশনক বি হড়ব, 

ঠাম্মা দাদা দাদু ড়দদান, ড়চনশত পারড়ব ড়ক? 
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ড়দনগুশলা মতা মকশট মগশলা বড্ড তািাতাড়ি, 

খুকীর মা শুধায়, খুকী ড়ফরড়ব না মর বাড়ি? 

অবাক মচাশখ তাকায় খকুী, দুশচাশখ ড়বস্ময়, 

ভাবশে মস মতা, নতুন মদশশ এরকমও হয়? 

এই ময মসড়দন ঠাম্মা ড়দদান বলশলা একগাল মহশস, 

এতড়দশন ড়ফরশল বাড়ি, ড়বশদশ মথশক এশস | 

তশব ময মা ড়ফরশত বশল আবার দূরশদশশ, 

এতড়দশনর সফর নাড়ক মশে হশলা অবশশশে | 

মকানটা বাড়ি মকানটা বাড়ি? খুকীর মচাশখ জল, 

আমায় বশল দাও মগা উমা, তড়ুমই সম্বল | 

ড়সুঁদুর মমশখ, সজল মচাশখ, উমা বশল ড়ভশির মাশঝ 

বলশবা ড়কশর মতাশক, আড়ম ড়নশজই জাড়ন না ময | 

ড়বসজিশনর ড়বদায়শবলায়, অতল গভীর জশল 

মকানটা বাড়ি, মকানটা বাড়ি, উমা আবার খুুঁশজ চশল |  
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 সুপােী 

ঈপিতা আঢ্য

আজ রপববার। প্রপতবাদরর মত চ্াদয়র  াপ হাদত  ল্পনা 

বদস কর্দছ রপববাসরীয়া পনদয়। তার নাদমর আর স্বভাদবর 

বড়ই সামঞ্জসয। এ মাে কছদল computer 

engineering-এ সদু ার্ কপদত না কপদতই, তার মদনর মত 

বউমা পাওয়ার স্বপ্ন োনা বাৌঁধদত শুরু  দর। প র ম হদব 

কছদলর কবৌ? অবশযই ফসগা, 5’5”, পছপপছদপ র্ড়ন, র্ৃহ 

 দমগ পনপুনা। তদব  ল্পনা progressive তাই কবৌমা 

চ্া রুীরতা হদলও চ্লদব। তদব কস চ্া ুরী ১০টা-৫টা হদলই 

ভাল। সাংসাদরও কতা মন থা দত হদব। সমাদজ, আত্মীয় 

পপরজন, বন্ধ ুবান্ধদবর  াদছ মাথা ক ন উৌঁচ্ু  দর বাৌঁচ্া  ায়। 

তাই market research চ্লদছ এখন কথদ ই।  

 সাংবরে,  ল্পনার স্বামী, সর ারী  মগচ্ারী। 

এদ বাদরই মাপটর মানুষ প ন্তু আধুপন । কছদল, কবৌদ  খুড়শ 

রাখদত সো বযস্ত। তাই  ল্পনার এই রপববার স াদলর 

সপুােী মখাুঁজার অড়ভযান এবাং কছদলর সাদথ ক াদনা কমদয় 

বন্ধদু  কেখদল, কচ্াখ রাঙানীদ  অলী   ল্পনা বদলই 

উপড়দয় কেয়। 

মনজয়  ল্পনা ও সাংবরদের এ মাে সন্তান। ভীষনই 

ভাল মানুষ হদয়দছ, ভীষন caring, পড়াদিানায় ভাল, 

good looking, আবার কবি রপস  মানুষ। তাই বন্ধমুহদল 

খুব popular। কবি চ্লপছল তার  দলজ জীবন। মাদয়র 

সদেহ বাপত দ , অপত ভালবাসা বদল উপড়দয় পেত। 

 দলদজ কমদয়রাও খবু পছে  রত। প ন্তু  াউদ ই বনু্ধর  

কবিী মদন হয়পন  খনও। প ন্তু Architecture Department-

এর এ টা কমদয়দ  কেখদল heart-beat টা প র ম fast হদয় 

ক ত। College fest-এ আলাপ, প ন্তু কমদয়টা বড়ই উন্নাপস । 

তাই বন্ধতু্বও হয়পন।  

ধুপছায়া, এ   থায় কবি সেুরী। তার বাবা পবনয় নামী 

উপ ল।  ল াতায় সবাই এ  নাদম কচ্দন। মা মহামায়া র্ৃহবধ।ু 

ধুপছায়া তাদের এ মাে সন্তান। তার বাবা মা প্র তৃ অদথগ 

প্রর্পতিীল। তাই কমদয়দ  তারা  খুনই কছদলর মত মানুষ  রদত 

চ্াইপন। মানুদষর মত মানুষ  রার কচ্ষ্ঠা  দরদছ। স্বচ্ছল পপরবাদরর 

এ মাে সন্তান হওয়ার জনয কবি pampered। সেুরী হওয়ায় 

এবাং মাদয়র সতপ গ রদন school, college-এ বরাবর 

অপতসদচ্তন কথদ দছ। তাই ক াদনা কছদলর সাদথ বন্ধতু্ব হয়পন। 

বাবার ক দসর র্ল্প শুনদত শুনদত ভয়ই হত। তাই বন্ধমুহদল 

উন্নাপস  হওয়ার ত মা কলদর্পছল তার।  

এরপর college-এ পড়দত পড়দত ধপুছায়ার মদনর ছায়া 

গুদলা  াটদত থাদ । চ্ার বছর engineering college-এ অদন  

টানা-দপাদরন  াপটদয় সব ছায়া  াপটদয় মনজয় ধদুপর মন জয় 

 দরই কনয়। তারপর দুজদনরই চ্া ুপর জীবদনর সচু্না হয়। মা ক  

সহদজ তাদের সম্প গ কমদন পনদত পারদব না জানত বদল মনজয় 

ক ানপেনই তাদের  থা বাপড়দত জানায়পন। বাবা হয়ত বুঝত। মা 

চ্া পর পাওয়ার পর কথদ ই পবদয়র তাড়া পেদত থা ত। তাই এ  

বছর পর দুজদনই বাপড়দত পবদয়র  থা জানাদত বাধয হল।
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ধুপছায়া না পাদর রান্নাবান্না, না ক ান ঘদরর  াজ। 

পবদয়র পর সব  রদতই হদব কজদন মা বরাবর পনদজর জীবন 

enjoy  রদত পেদয়দছ। চ্া পর আর চ্ুপটদয় কপ্রম, আজ াল 

বাবা মাদয়র সাদথও পেদনর কিদষ dinner table-এ কেখা হয়। 

তাই স্বাভাপব  ভাদবই কস  ল্পনার সপুােী কমাদটই না। 

বন্ধমুহদল না  এ েম  াটা  াদব, তাও এ মাে কছদলর মুখ 

কচ্দয় বহু মন ষ্ট পনদয় কমদন পনল। পবদয় সসুম্পন্ন হল। তবুও 

করাজ ার মনমাপলদনয তাদের পববাহজীবন পতি হদয় উঠপছল। 

এমন সময় মনজদয়র Australia-কত long-term onsite 

opportunity চ্দল এল। বাধয হদয় ধপুছায়াদ  চ্া রী ছাড়দত 

হল। 

 

 

 

 

   এখন তাদের Australia-কত েিবছর ক দট কর্দছ। 

ধুপছায়া এখুন দুই সন্তাদনর মা। চ্া রীও চ্লদছ সমান তাদল। 

 পেও work from home তাও  াদজর কলাদ র অভাদব 

পনদজই সাংসার, রান্নাবান্না কথদ  দুই বাচ্ছার পড়াদিানা 

এ াহাদত সামদল কবি পহমপিম অবস্থা হয়। মনজয়  পেও 

সাহা য  দর অদন । তাও কবি challenging। এত পপরশ্রদমর 

মাদঝও  খন বাচ্ছারা এদস জড়ড়িশয়ি ধদর বদল you are the 

best mumma in the whole world, তখন তার সমস্ত 

পপরশ্রম সাথগ  বদল মদনহয়। সবাই সপুােী নাহয় নাই হল, 

প ন্তু সবাই কহা  এই দুপনয়ার the best mumma. 
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কালী  
য াগর্নী  

মা শক্তি  

Artist: Ipsita Priyadarshini 
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দুগ্গা দুগ্গা 

প্রতী  মণ্ডল 

 

তকলাশস এখন সাশজাসাশজা রব, বাইশরর 

পড়রশবশ মর দ্রকশরাজ্জল হশলও মহাশদশবর েশর মবশ 

গুশমাট আবহাওয়া | কতিা ড়গড়িশত সকাল সকালই 

একদফা ঝগিা হশয় মগশে, এশকবাশর বজ্রড়বদুযৎসহ 

বৃড়ষ্টপাত | আপাতত আকাশ মমেলা, তশব দফায় 

দফায় বৃড়ষ্টর ভাশলাই সম্ভাবনা রশয়শে | ঝগিার কারে 

খুবই সাধারে, উমার বাশপর বাড়ি যাওয়ার ড়জড়নসপত্র 

মগাোশনায় মহাশদশবর মকাশনা সাহাযয না করা | 

এমড়নশতই গাুঁজার মোশর মাথা ড়ঝমড়ঝম, তারপর এই 

সকাল সকাল উমার রুদ্ররূশপ মহাশদশবর এশেবাশর 

নাশজহাল অবস্থা | 

 

“সারাড়দন গাুঁজা মখশয় পশি থাশকা, বশল বশল 

মুখ বযথা হশয় মগশে, তবু সহয কশর ড়নশয়ড়ে | আজ 

বাশদ কাল মবশরাশবা, একবের পর যাড়ে, তা 

একটুশতা মগােগাশে সাহাযয কশরা! নেী ভৃড়ি সব 

মগশলা কই, যতসব অকম্মার মঢ্ুঁড়ক, ডাশকা  ওশদর!  

আর মেশলশমশয়গুশলা বি হশে, এবার একটু 

ওশদর কথা ভাশবা!”  

উমার তজিনগজিশন ড়বপযিস্ত মহাশদব ড়মনড়মশন 

গলায় বলশলন, “হযাুঁ হযাুঁ ওশদর ডাকড়ে, আসশল সকাল 

মথশক ব্রহ্মা বারবার মফান করশে, কাশজর খুব চাপ | মশতিয 

ড়ক একটা ভয়ঙ্কর মরাগ এশসশে না, ভক্তশদর আশবদশন 

আমার আর ব্রহ্মার নাশজহাল অবস্থা | ভক্তশদর জলঢ্ালার 

মচাশট আমার একটু ঠান্ডাও মলশগশে | মশাশনা, তুড়ম ড়কন্তু 

মাস্ক ড়নশয় মযও |” 

 

ওড়দশক দুই মবাশনশত চলশে খুনসুড়ট, মক মকান 

শাড়ি আর তার সাশথ মকান মানানসই মাস্ক মনশব | 

 

“আো লক্ষী, তুই বল, এই হাশত বই ড়নশয় 

যাওয়াটা ড়ক আশদ  প্রশয়াজন? তার বদশল একটা লযাপটপ 

বা টযাবশলট ড়নশল ড়ক মবড়শ স্টাইড়লশ হশতানা! এমড়নশতও 

এখন সব অনলাইন ক্লাস আর অনলাইন পিাশুনা, আমায় 

পুশরাশনা আমশলর মভশব সবাই হাসশব মদড়খস“ | 
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সরস্বতীর সশুর সরু ড়মড়লশয় লক্ষীরও আশক্ষপ, “হযাুঁ মর, 

আমাশকও এই একটা ভাুঁি ড়নশয় মযশত হয়, ড়ক 

মসশকশল! এখন ড়ক সব ই-ওয়াশলট, অনলাইন 

ট্রান্সফার, ড়বটকশয়ন না ড়কসব মবড়রশয়শে, মসসব মতা 

মচাশখও মদখা যায়না, মোুঁয়া যায়না, আমার ভাুঁি মদশখ 

আমার মপুঁচাটাও হাশস!” 

 

অনযড়দশক মশেদফার প্রস্তুড়তশত বযস্ত দুই ভাইও |  

 

“এই দাদা, দযাখ না আমার শুুঁশির মাশপর মাস্কটা 

ড়বশ্বকমিা বানাশলা ড়কনা, হাশত সময় মনই |” 

 

গশেশশর আবদাশর ড়বরক্ত কাড়তিক বলশলা, “এই দযাখ, 

শরীরটা একটু নািা, মদখড়েসনা আড়ম মফসবকু টুইটার 

এইসব বযাপার একটু মবাঝার মচষ্টা করড়ে! বযায়াম 

কশর শরীরটা এরকম বানালাম, মলাকজনশক একট ু

মদখাশত হশবনা!এবার মশতিয সেুরী মমশয়শদর নজর 

সব আমার ড়দশকই থাকশব, বুঝড়ল?“ 

 

-“শস মতা বুঝলাম দাদা, তশব সেুরীশদর মথশক 

সামাড়জক দূরত্ব বজায় রাড়খস, নাহশল মাশক মতা তইু 

ড়চড়নসই! মশতিয ড়কসব ড়কশটা ডাশয়ট ফাশয়ট 

 

মবড়রশয়শে, আড়ম ওটা মজশন আসশবা,পশররবাশরর মশধয এ 

ভুুঁড়ি আড়ম কড়মশয় মফলশবাই মদড়খস!” 

 

অবশশশে বযস্ত ড়দন মশে হশলা | পরড়দন সকাল সকাল নেী 

ভৃিী যথারীড়ত হাড়জর | 

 

“মা জননী সাবধাশন যাশবন, সাবধাশন থাকশবন | আর ড়কে ু

মশন করশবন না, কতিামশাই বলশলন আপনারা মফরার পর 

মচাদ্দড়দন ড়ক একটা থাকশবন, আমার ড়ঠক মশন মনই, মকা 

মকা কশরড়ন্টন না ড়ক একটা, কতিামশাই আপনাশক বলশত 

সংশকাচ করড়েশলন, তাই আমায় ড়দশয়... “ 

 

-“হযাুঁ তাই বশলা, আর সংশকাচ না, বশলা কতিামশাইশয়র 

ভয় | যাইশহাক, সব বযবস্থা কশর রাখশব বুঝশল? আর 

মতামাশদর ভরসায় মরশখ যাড়ে, ওসব োইপাুঁশ কম খাশব, 

মাথায় থাশক মযন |“ 

-“হযাুঁ মা জননী, আপনারা এবার মবড়রশয় পিনু ভাশলায় 

ভাশলায়, দুগ্গা দুগ্গা... “ 

“আড়শ্বশনর শারদ প্রাশত মবশজ উশঠশে আশলাকমড়ির; 

ধরেীর বড়হরাকাশশ অন্তড়হিত মমেমালা; প্রকৃড়তর 

অন্তরাকাশশ জাগড়রত মজযাড়তমিয়ী জগন্মাতার আগমন বাতিা; 

আনেময়ী মহামায়ার পদধ্বড়ন |” 
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Durga Pujo in COVID | Debanjana Chatterjee Digital Art 
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পুশজার ড়পেুটান 

মদবািনা চযাটাজিী 

আকাশ, সবজু, 

সবড়কেু েুুঁশয়ি ড়েল মন। 

দূশর একটা প্রজাপড়ত 

সাক্ষী ড়েল ওশদর 

আপন কশর মনওয়িার অিীকাশর। 

দূশর থাকার অনুতাশপর সন্ধীক্ষশন 

েুুঁশয়ি ড়দশয়িড়েল ইউকযাড়লপটাশসর 

দু একটা মেুঁড়িা পাতা, 

তারপরই দামাল হাওয়িা… 

না চুল ওশড়িড়ন, ওশদর 

এশলাশমাশলা হওয়িার অনমুড়ত মদয়িড়ন 

শক্ত কশর মবুঁশধ রাখা ড়পেুটান। 

দূর মথশক দূশর ড়গশয়ি; পাহাড়িটার ওপাশর 

নীল হশয়ি যাড়েল দুশটা মমে - 

একটা শরশতর, অনযটা বেিার, 

ভাললাগাগুশলা েুুঁশয়ি যাড়েল আলশতা কশর, 

একটুকশরা স্মৃড়তশমদুরতা 

রঙ ড়মড়শশয়ি যায়ি না মদখা েড়বটায়ি, 

আর আশপাশ ভরপরু হশয়ি ওশঠ 

মচনা মচনা ধুশনার গশন্ধ, 

মচাখ বন্ধ করশল শুনশত পাই 

ঢ্াকটা বাজশে এখনও, ডাকশে ড়ক আমায়ি? 

কাশফলু মফাশট না এখাশন, 

তবুও অজাশন্ত েুুঁশয়ি মফশলড়ে কখন- 

মা, মতামায়ি! 

 

 

 

 

প্রবাসীর পুশজা 

মদবািনা চযাটাজিী 

 

আসশব পশুজা বের েুশর মফর, 

আসশব আবার কাশশর আঘ্রাে, 

আমরা মকাথায়ি থাকব মক বা জাশন? 

মকাশরানা যুশঝ ড়বক্ষত কত প্রাে- 

 

পুশজার মনশা এখশনা গায়ি মাখা, 

মতামার আশমজ আলশতা মশন পশড়ি- 

ড়বসজিশনর রশঙ ড়সুঁদুর মখলা, 

ড়বেিতা বৃড়ষ্ট হশয়ি ঝশড়ি। 

 

ধুনুড়চ নাশচও থাকত প্রড়তশ্রুড়ত, 

এইশতা জীবন মকবল আসা যাওয়িা! 

প্রোম করার সুশযাগ না হয়ি যড়দ 

বের বের এসএমএস এই সারব ড়বজয়িা।। 
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এ  অনয কপ্রদমর র্ল্প 

ঈপিতা চ্ক্রবতগী ভাদুড়ী 

 

পসদ্ধাথগ, বয়স ২৮; পমপনয়াপপলস এ চ্া পর সদূে আসা। ৮ 

বছর আদমপর াদত কথদ ও পদুজার সময়টা তার মদন হদয় 

 ল াতায়  াই। প ন্তু এবার মহামারীর জ্বালায় কস  খন 

হদবই না, বন্ধরুা পমদল পঠ   রদলা  াদব Yosemite 

National Park। কেদন সান-ফ্রাপিদ া, কসখান কথদ  

র্াপড় ভাড়া। তাদত থা দছ হাইপ াং, বাইপ াং, র  ক্লাইপবাং 

এই সবই... তদব তার সাদথও ক  আদরা এ টা অপবশ্বাসয 

অপভজ্ঞতা তার হদত চ্দলদছ, কসটার পবে ুমাে আৌঁচ্ কপদলও 

কস হয়দতা ক ত না! 

পেন ১ 

কহাদটদলর নাম Majestic Yosemite Hotel, ঘর 

কথদ ই কেখা  ায় Yosemite Falls! কচ্ -ইন  দর 

ঘদরর পেদ   াওয়ার সময় পসদ্ধাথগ কেখদলা এ পট কমদয় 

এ েদৃষ্ট বারাো কথদ  জলপ্রপাদতর অপূবগ েৃিয কেখদছ। 

ওদের আওয়াজ কপদয় ঘুদর তা াদলা। তার কচ্াদখর চ্াউপনদত 

ক ন লুপ দয় আদছ অদন   থা। মৃদু কহদস অনয পেদ  চ্দল 

কর্ল কমদয়পট।  

এর পর সারাপেন ঘদুর রাদত  খন কহাদটল ঢ্ু দলা, আবার 

কেখা কসই কমদয়পটর সাদথ। এবার প ন্তু কস কহদস পজদজ্ঞস 

 রদলা “Hi, What’s your name?”, পসদ্ধাথগ পনদজর 

পপরচ্য় পেদলা “Sid” বদল আর কসখান কথদ  শুরু ওদের 

আলাপ।  

সারাপেদনর ক্লাপন্তদত ক   খন কস ঘুপমদয়দছ জাদননা। হটাৎ 

তার ঘুম ভাঙদলা বাথরুদম জদলর িদে... ঘপড়দত তখন রাত 

২:৪৫। বাথরুম এ পর্দয় আদলার সইুচ্ পটপদলা পসদ্ধাথগ, প ন্তু  

তাও জ্বলদলা না আদলা। আোদজ  দলর  াদছ হাত পনদতই 

কস কেখদলা ক  জল পড়দছ না। ভারী অবা   ান্ড! জল কনই 

অথচ্ িে প দসর? ঘুপমদয় ভুল শুদনদছ কস, এই কভদব 

আবার শুদয় পড়দলা পর্দয়। কসই িে চ্লদলা সারা রাত ধদর।  

পেন ২ 

আজদ র েযান পছল হাইপ াং এর। ঘদর  াওয়ার সময় আবার 

কেখা কসই কমদয়পটর সাদথ। নাম তার এপমপল, র্ত ালই 

কজদনদছ কস। কস জানদত চ্াইদলা “How did you 

spend your day, Emily ?”... উত্তর এদলা, “Just 

Relaxing”। আসদল কবড়াদনাটা সম্পেূগ আদপপক্ষ । ক উ 

পরলযাক্স  দর, ক উ এক্সদোর  দর, আবার ক উ ক উ 

 যাদমরার কলি পেদয় েশৃযবপে  দর রাদখ পদুরা পজপনস 

টাদ ।  আজ এপমপলর সাদথ তার  থা হদলা অশনকক্ষে। কস 

বলদলা  ল াতার  থা, তার মা-বাবার  থা। বলদত বলদত 

এ ট ুআদবর্প্রবে হদয় পড়দলা পসড। তার হাতটা আলদতা 

 দর ধরদলা এপমপল সান্ত্বনা কেওয়ার জনয। তখন পসড 

কেখদলা  ত ঠান্ডা তার হাত। পজজ্ঞাসা  রদত ও বলদলা ওর 

নাপ  ঠান্ডা লার্দছ বাইদর,  পেও আজ পেনটা কবি র্রমই 

পছল! আজ প ন্তু ঘদর  াওয়ার আদর্ পসড কচ্দয় বসদলা 

এপমপলর নবর। উত্তদর এপমপল বলদলা: “Don’t worry, 

we’re friends now, will give it before you 

leave”। 
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ক্লান্ত িরীর পবছানাদত পড়দতই পমপলদয় কর্দলা ঘদুম। 

প ন্তু আবার ক ন কস শুনদত পাদচ্ছ কসই জদলর িে! আজ 

আর  ষ্ট  রদলা না, ধদরই পনদলা জদলর লাইদন র্ন্ডদর্াল। 

প ছু সময় পর আবার ঘমু ভাঙদলা তার। এপ   াণ্ড, ঘদরর 

বাপতটা জ্বলদছ ক ! তার দুই বন্ধ ুরাদজি ও পপটার এর 

মদধযই ক উ উদঠ জ্বাপলদয় করদখদছ এই কভদব শুদতই  াদব, 

এমন সময় মদন হদলা ক ন েরজাটা অল্প কখালা। প  অবা  

 ান্ড, েরজা ক  কস বন্ধ  দরদছ এটা তার পপরষ্কার মদন 

আদছ।  াইদহা  েরজা আবার বন্ধ  দর কস ঘুপমদয় পরদলা।  

পেন ৩ 

আজদ  তাদের সাইদ ল ভাড়া  দর বাইপ াং এ  াওয়ার 

পপর ল্পনা। রাদজি ও পপটার এর সাদথ  থা বদল পমটদলা 

না র্ত রাদতর রহসয, তাই আর সময় নষ্ট না  দর কবপরদয় 

পড়দলা ওরা। পব াদল সাইদ ল কফরত কেওয়ার সময় 

আবার কেখা হদয় কর্ল এপমপলর সাদথ। কসও নাপ  খবু 

বাইপ াং ভাদলাবাদস। তারপর দুজদনই পনদজদের পযািন 

পনদয় আদলাচ্না  রদত থা দলা আর ক্রদমই তারা কবি 

ঘপনষ্ট হদয় পড়দলা। পসড এপমপল ক   থাও পেদয় কফলদলা 

ক  কস পি াদর্া কর্দল কেখা  রদব।  

ক্লান্ত িরীর, ঘুমটা সদব আসদছ এমন সময় আবার কসই 

িে! যাাঃ, ভুদল কর্দছ কস মযাদনজারদ  জানাদত ক  জদলর 

লাইন খারাপ। এর পর হঠাৎ জ্বদল উঠদলা ঘদরর বাপত! আর 

থা দত না কপদর কস কডদ  তুলদলা বন্ধদুের। অদন  কচ্ষ্টা 

 দরও কনভাদত পারদলা না আদলাটা। এপেদ  ওদের 

কমাবাইলগুদলা বন্ধ।  

প  অবা   ান্ড! সবার কফান এ সাদথ বন্ধ হয় প ভাদব? 

তাছাড়া ঘদরর এ টা জানালা কখালা, ওগুদলা কতা পনদজ 

হাদত বন্ধ  দরপছল পসড! পঠ   রদলা বযাপারটা 

মযাদনজারদ  জানাদব। ঘরটা কবি অদ্ভুত আর এ ট ু

কভৌপত  ও বদট! আর কেপর না  দর সবাই কফান চ্াজগ এ 

বপসদয় ওই আদলার মদধযই ঘপুমদয় পরদলা।  

পেন ৪ 

আজ সব গুপছদয় কবদরাদনার সময় ওরা কেখদলা কফান কসই 

বন্ধ। কবদরাদনার আদর্ এ বার এপমপল ক  পবোয় জানাদব 

বদল তার ঘদর কবল বাজাদলা পসড। প ন্তু ক াদনা উত্তর না 

কপদয় কচ্ -আউট  দর ওরা মযাদনজার ক  খুদল বলদলা 

র্ত পতন রাদতর সব অদ্ভতু ঘটনাগুদলা। সব শুদন উপন 

পজদজ্ঞস  রদলন ওদের পাদির ঘদর “Emily” নাদম ক উ 

পছল প না। পসড জানাদলা ক  পছল এবাং তার সাদথ ভাদলা 

আলাপ ও হদয় কর্দছ। আর  থা বাড়াদলন না মযাদনজার। 

পা গ ছাড়দতই কফানগুদলা চ্াল ুহদয় কর্দলা। প  অবা   ান্ড! 

 

এর পর এ  মাস ক দট কর্ল। হঠাৎ এ পট email এদলা। 
কসপট পদর রি হীম হদয় কর্ল তার। খাপন টা এর ম: 

“Dear Sid, 

আপম মাদজপি  কহাদটল এর মযাদনজার মাই । আপনাদের 

কসপেন প ছ ু থা কর্াপন  দর পর্দয়পছলাম। ১২ বছর আদর্ 

Emily নাদম এ পট কমদয় তার boyfriend জজগ এর 

সাদথ আপনাদের পাদির  ামরা, অথগাৎ রুম ৩১৩-কত ওদঠ। 

কসখাদন থা া ালীন তাদের মদধয মতপববাে হদয় এবাং 

এপমপল আত্মহতযা  দরন। তারপর কথদ  ঘরপট বন্ধ রাখা হয়। 

কিানা  ায় মাদঝ মাদঝ নাপ  অদনদ  তাদ  কেদখ এবাং 

 থাও বদল। এর ক াদনা প্রমান না থা ায় প ছু  রা 

আমাদের পদক্ষ সম্ভব হয়পন। আপনাদের উদদ্বদর্র জনয 

আমরা দুুঃপখত। 

ইপত, 

Mike Miller” 

 

প ছুটা ভয়  াটার পর এপমপলর কচ্াখ মদন পড়দলা পসড এর। 

তার মদন হদলা এপমপল হয়দতা এখনও এ জন মদনর মানুষ 

খুৌঁদজ  াদচ্ছ। পসদ্ধাথগ পনবগা ... 
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অনয পুশজা 

প্রতী  মণ্ডল    

 

 

বাবা মা সাধ কশর নাম মরশখড়েশলা দূগিা, 

মভশবড়েশলা এ মমশয় করশব জীবশনর সব অসরুবধ, 

হঠাৎ একড়দন দুেিটনায় কাটা মগশলা দুড়ট পা, 

তারপর মকশট মগশে বহুড়দন, মপড়রশয়শে অশনকটা পথ | 

দূগিা এখন মালা গাুঁশথ, দশহাশত নয়,দুই হাশত, 

লিাই আজও োশিড়ন তবু, জীবশনর োত প্রড়তোশত | 

 

গশেশ এখন বযস্ত বি, মণ্ডশপ মস বাজায় ঢ্াক, 

কলকাতার এক মস্ত পশুজায়, অশনক তার নামডাক, 

এই গশেশশর মনইশকা ভুুঁড়ি, শীেিকায় দুইড়ট হাত, 

প্রানপশে শুধ ুবাড়জশয় চশল, মনইশকা থামার অজহুাত | 

 

সরস্বতী নামড়ট হশলও, নাশমর বানান জাশননা মস, 

মা বাপ ড়েল ড়দনমজরু, তাই স্কুশলর ভাগয হয়ড়ন ময, 

সরস্বতী এখন বই নয়, দীড়ের জশল পদ্ম মতাশল,মাশয়র 

পুশজায় ডালা সাজায়, প্রদীপ ড়মড়ষ্ট ফশুল ফশল | 

লক্ষীর হাশত ভাুঁি কই আর, লক্ষী এখন কার বাড়ি 

ের মমাশে, বাসন মাশজ, দুহাত চশল তািাতাড়ি, 

মাস মগশল অল্প ড়কেু, শখ আহ্লাদ সব বারে, 

পুশজার মাশস বািড়ত ড়কেু, একটখুাড়ন খুড়শর কারে | 

 

এই কাড়তিশকর মনইশকা মজ লসু, মচহারা তার বড্ড মড়লন, 

মকাশনারকম মপট চশল, দাড়রদ্র অভাব সীমাহীন, 

পুশজার কড়দন মবচশব মবলুন, মমলায় ড়বড়ি হশব মবশ, 

পুশজা মশশেই আবার আুঁধার, ড়মড়লশয় যাশব আশলার মরশ | 

 

উমা তুই আড়সস আবার, বের বের বারংবার, 

পুশজা এশল এই মানুেগুশলার হয় ময বশিাই উপকার, 

পুশজার মাশঝ আশে অনয আশরক পুশজা, সবার পশুজা সমান ড়ক 

হয়? 

দূগিা কাড়তিক লক্ষী গশেশ সবাই আশে,কাল্পড়নক মকও নয় ||  
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আবাহন | Ipsita Priyadarshini 
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Children’s 

Section 

Photograph: Bodhisatya Bhaduri 
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Mihira Mitra | 6 Yrs 

Mihira Mitra | 6 Yrs 

Anurima Choudhury | 5 Yrs Prishita Samanta | 7 Yrs 
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A New Beginning 
 Sruti Bhattacharjee | 7 Yrs 

 
The birdies chirp, the squirrels climb,  

The bunnies play and the sun shines bright.  

Everyone has a happy life …… 

I try my best to make it right,  

Is there a future for me?  

 

The trees swing happily,  

The sun sets with peace,  

The wolves howl from a distance  

And it seems to me,  

That the day ends for me…. 

 

There was a time  

When everything was fine  

My bird Lulu, and me  

Were always glee 

 

Once, I let her fly free  

To my utter surprise,  

An arrow shot her 

And on my lap fell she 

  

My tears rolled  

I put her to rest in our backyard  

And bid her goodbye.  

With a promise that we will be friends forever… 

 

Since that day, I have never been happy.  

I don’t need some fancy skaters,  

I just want my old friend  

to come back to me 

             Sruti Bhattacharjee | 7 Yrs 

My birthday comes, I open my gift,  

a shining bird opens her eyes 

and it seems to me, 

Lulu has a daughter named Lily! 

 

I hugged her exactly how I treated Lulu.. 

I was so happy that my tears fell. 

I will love you always                             

forever be well  
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Prishita Samanta | 7 Yrs 

Krrish Basu | 8 Yrs 

Ronak Raxit | 7 Yrs 
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Animal Listener 
 Subham Maiti | 8 Yrs 

 
 

Hello friends, my name is Dr. Fred Hunter, an 
animal behavior scientist at Richardson Nature Center 
in Minnesota, USA. 
 

Today (May 27, 2050), I invented a miracle pill 
after many trials which, once taken, will give the power 
to understand dog talk. I have swallowed the pill to test 
it on me. If it works, my dream of helping the animals 
around the world will come true. 
 

Next day ,I woke up hearing, “I’m hungry, give 
me food!” repeatedly. I opened my eyes to find my dog 
Lucy asking for food. I was surprised but then realized 
that my pill was working. I was able to understand my 
dog and felt crazy. I didn’t show my excitement to my 
family as it was a secret project. “Hey buddy, I’m able 
to understand you. Don’t tell anyone. Shhh….”, I said 
to Lucy and went to the kitchen to give him cereal. I got 
ready for my morning jog and went out with Lucy. I 
didn’t know that another surprise was awaiting. I was 
able to understand other animals including cats and 
birds. I started jumping in the middle of the road, 
attracting other passersby. Lucy also started jumping 
with me saying, “Why are you jumping, man! Have you 
gone crazy?”. This embarrassed me, so I stopped 
jumping and came back home. 
 

After completing my morning chores, I left for 
my laboratory. As I was thinking on how to reveal this 
exciting news to my boss, I heard from passing by 
sparrows that they had seen a group of poachers near 
Crystal Lake. I immediately alerted the anti-poaching 
team about the possible attempt by the poachers. I 
said, “Please send a team immediately, engage a few 
spy drones near the target location. We will be in touch 
with our walkie-talkies.” I changed my driving direction 
towards the lake and kept my ears open for some more 
clues. I came to know that a herd of moose are also on 
the way to the lake from a running wild cat. After some  

time, I met the team a little far from the lake so that the 
poachers wouldn't become alert.    
 

We looked into the video feed but no success. 
It seemed like the poachers were well camouflaged. 
We all started walking slowly forward without any clue. 
Just when we were getting tense about not being able 
to track the poachers before they hurt the animals, I got 
a tip from my squirrel friend sitting on the top of a tree. 
He mentioned that he saw the intruders beside the 
bushes close to the big aspen tree. I instantly let the 
team know. The team attacked the poachers just in 
time as they were about to fire. The officers 
immediately hand-cuffed them and took them away to 
the nearest prison. The leader asked me, “How do you 
know they were here?”. I smiled and winked my eyes 
towards the squirrel at the tree top smiling. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Subham Maiti | 8 Yrs 
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Aarushi Adhikari | 7 Yrs 

Aarushi Adhikari | 7 Yrs 
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Subham Maiti | 8 Yrs 

Subham Maiti | 8 Yrs 
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Adri Das | 13 Yrs 

Krrish Basu | 8 Yrs 
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Danger in D.C. 
Sourish Majumder | 10 Yrs 

 

Jaden, Austin, and Kate were in Washington D.C. 
Their friend, Marco, had his painting stolen! The three 
of them, along with Police Officer Jonathan Jackson, 
had been trying to figure out what had happened for 2 
days now. Officer Jackson said he had some prime 
suspects, two cousins, Mr. Quincy and Mr. Gilbert. 
              Mr. Sullivan, the owner of the hotel in which 
the robbery had occurred, was very surprised and had 
hired the D.C. Police Department for this case. Marco 
was very frustrated, but Jaden, Austin, and Kate were 
constantly making efforts to comfort him in some way. 
On Friday, Jaden, Austin, and Kate were sitting in the 
hotel lobby discussing what could've happened. Then, 
Marco came. He said, “I think Mr. Sullivan stole my 
painting! He was so nervous when I looked at him. The 
cousins don’t seem nervous at all. In fact, I feel like 
they’re confident they have nothing to do with this 
robbery.” 
           Throughout the afternoon, from 2:30 - 5:00 PM, 
the 4 kids discussed possibilities. Then, at 5:15, Austin 
had a great thought. He thought that Mr. Sullivan hired 
the cousins for money. That night, it was all over. Mr. 
Sullivan was in jail. The cousins were forgiven but still 
fined. 
 The President thanked Austin, Jaden, Kate, and 
Marco for making sure mayhem didn’t rise in D.C. He 
gave all four of them a medal, and some cake.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Stolen Painting 

Illustration: Sourish Majumder 
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Ahana Das | 14 Yrs 

Mishti Choudhury | 10 Yrs Satvika Das | 5 Yrs 

Hiya Ghosh | 6 Yrs 
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Terraforming the Moon 

Subham Maiti | 8 Yrs 

 
Did you ever wonder how exciting it would be 

to have another planet like Earth? I have often 
imagined myself as an Astronaut and an Architect 
terraforming the Moon in the future. “Terraform” means 
to transform (a planet) so that it resembles the earth, 
by supporting human life.  
     In my imagination, my friends and I space 
traveled in a rocket called CS-10000 to reach the Moon. 
The CS-10000 carried construction supplies.  

I supervised the construction of a water factory, 
a staircase farm, and a hospital. On the surface of the 
moon, we found basalt and craters. We made a dome 
on the moon that maintains gravity and temperature to 
help in human survival. We got a beautiful glimpse of 
the rising earth from here as well.  
 

Finally, there will be life on the Moon which will 
be a great achievement for mankind and science.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Illustration: Subham Maiti 
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Subhangee Das | 11 Yrs 

Pritha Das | 6 Yrs 
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Aaditri Saha | 6 Yrs 

Asmita Chakraborty | 6 Yrs 
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Gardening Year Round 
Ayushmita Mondal | 8 Yrs 

 
Gardening is a great hobby for everyone in my family. We are always doing something for our plants. We have 

flowers blooming all year long, even in winter! Come along with me to see what we do in the garden. Every year one of 
our grandparents comes and helps us make it better. Since last year, they couldn’t come due to coronavirus, so we 
have been trying it ourselves. 

 
After a long Minnesota winter, as finally spring 

approaches, days get longer and a bit warmer. That's the 
time when we start seeing blue, green, yellow, orange, 
pink, purple, and red colors peek out. Early spring flowers 
that bring smiles to our faces are tulips, daffodils, dwarf 
iris, hyacinth, and muscari. All around us in our 
neighborhood, we can see magnificent cherry and apple 
blossoms. It feels as if the white, red, and pink blossoms 
are putting a blanket on top of the trees. As these 
blossoms start to fade away, the late spring and early 
summer shrubs start to appear - lilac, spirea, mock 
orange, forsythia, and rhododendron.  

 
Most spring plants are perennial - ones that 

come out year after year. Some of our spring perennial 
bulbs are from previous years, while some bulbs were planted last fall. Most vegetables and some flowers are annuals. 
Annual plants normally stay alive only for that year. We usually get flower and vegetable seedlings from the Minneapolis 
farmers market. The vegetables we bought this year were okra, tomato (for mom’s chutney), beans (borboti), snake 
gourd (jhingey), cucumber, and pumpkin (for pumpkin flower, or kumro phul). The time we plant new seedlings is the 
time for me to help my dad dig dig dig! I even have a small shovel just for me.  

 
Then comes summer! Every day as I wake up, I look 

through my bedroom window and count how many kumro phuls 
are there. Then I go down to pick them. We put them in water and 
then in the refrigerator, eagerly waiting for my mom to come back 
from office and batter fry them for me - my dream dinner with rice 
and ghee! Even if I do not like them, both my sister and I have to 
eat a banana and eggs for breakfast because the banana peels 
and eggshells are good for plants - my mom says so! She tries to 
make compost but often it turns out to be rotten.  

 
We have garden foes - they are many - like Japanese 

beetles, squirrels, rabbits, and deer. That’s why we put a fence around the plants. From time to time we fertilize the 
plants so they stay healthy. Just like humans, some plants like the sun, and some like the shade. And when they are 
thirsty and really hot they droop down. That's why we water them every day. This year was extremely hot and dry so 
we sometimes watered them twice a day. While we are watering, we occasionally pull out the weeds. Some plants 
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like dianthus need deadheading. That just means you remove the dry flowers gently. If you don't do it, then the plants 
don't bloom.  
 

To entertain all the plants, I like to use my bubble stick to blow bubbles. My 
sister and I are always there to paint pots for the plants and make colorful birdbaths. 
We also love to chase moths and practice our gymnastic moves on the grass. One 
of my most favorite summer flowers is zinnia because we get to see so many 
hummingbirds and butterflies. Plus, the colors are so vibrant! Plants we saw growing 
and blooming around us this summer were lilies, marigold, bee balm, balloon 
flowers, zinnia, mili, daisy, and clematis.  
My sister and I both love to take pictures and often fight over who should have the 
phone - but I must confess that my pictures are always better than hers!  

Every Saturday we call our grandparents. We give them a tour of our house 
and our garden. We compare with my grandma who has more flowers and with my 
grandpa how many more or less kumro phuls I have than him.  

 
Slowly, I see that leaves start to fall. That means 

autumn is here! This is the time I can do gardening the most. 
As the plants start to bloom and fade, we pick seeds from 
pansy, petunia, snapdragon, and cosmos flowers to store 
them so that we can plant them next year. We clean all the 
pots and bring the houseplants inside to try to keep the plants 
alive during winter. This year, we bought a few more stands 
to put inside the house so we could keep most of our plants 
inside. My grandpa correctly says that our house resembles 
a nursery.  

 

Soon the snow falls. You know what that means. 
Winter is here, but inside our house, we still water and 
take care of the houseplants. We sometimes get to see 
the amaryllis and Christmas cactus bloom. Near the end 
of the long winter, we plant the stored seeds in pots and 
label them. We eagerly look forward to spring again 
when we will put them in the fresh air! We will bring all 
our plants outside and the cycle repeats. I hope that the 
more we try, the better our garden will be! But better or 
not, we surely will have fun! 

 

 

  Photograph: Aaratrika & Ayushmita Mondal 
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Ayushmita Mondal | 8 Yrs 

Sneha Shaw | 12 Yrs 
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Ayona Banerjee | 9 Yrs 

Anurima Choudhury | 5 Yrs 
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Flippy - A Tale of a Lawn Tennis Game 

Ronan Bhowmick  | 9 Yrs 

 

Chapter 1 – Who is Flippy??? 

This is a story about Flippy who is a bold, bright 

and blue scaly creature. Flippy lives at the FlippyTree. 

Wait a minute! This is not a tree you think with a brown 

trunk, thousands of leaves and birds sitting on them to 

their nests! This is Flippy’s house all in the water! Yes, 

all in the water!!! If you guessed it, my Flippy is a fish.  

Flippy is now 2 years 

old, a graduate from 

Finnversity, Bettaville. 

Guess what? He is already 

in his late adulthood. Most 

of his peers live up to three 

years. He lost his parents when he was 3 months old. 

If you are sad, then here is the real story. His parents 

were adapted by a family far away from Bettaville. 

Flippy was not qualified to go with his parents because 

he was too young. 

 

Since then Flippy has been living alone. But he is 

not sad. He spends most of the day swimming around 

Bettaville. He loves flipping his curly tail. In fact he got 

a trophy in the art of flipping tails. So for exercise he 

does rest in the water without twitching a muscle! 

Wondering why? 

It is because he swims all day, so 

for PE his challenge is to stay still. 

James is Flippy’s best friend. 

James thinks that too about Flippy. 

James is an elementary kid. 

And James is the only human character in my 

story. 

                   Chapter 2 – FlippyTree 

James comes often to FlippyTree and sleeps 

over. James has his own floor in there. Yes, it is true! 

And it is the 3rd floor of Flippy’s 5 storey tree. 

 

Flippy lives in the 4th floor. The 5th floor is the 

dining room. The 2nd floor is where James does the 

laundry. First floor is the Welcome Floor. Flippy is so 

generous that he designed a dry pool for his soul 

mate so that James can dry himself up when he 

wants to. And this dry pool is on the 1st floor. You 

read it correct it is a dry pool. There is no swimming 

pool in FlippyTree. 

 

     Chapter 3 - Flippy has got his credit card 

 

When Flippy was three months, his mother and 

father gave him their only credit card before leaving. 

Flippy showed James the credit card. He spends a lot 

of money when they buy something together.  

Flippy buys store cards with his credit card. This 

time he got Dicks Sporting Goods card because he  
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wished to have a Lawn Tennis court in his 1st floor. 

Yeah, seriously, a Lawn Tennis court, not a table 

tennis court! 

They scratched off the sign on the card. 357242 

was on his card. Flippy was excited, now is the time 

to go online shopping!!! 

All settled. They chose a leafy surface tennis 

court. When Flippy was going to place the order, a 

bummer! The giant fish associate in the DSG store 

said, “Excuse me, Fishter (Mister Fish), your card is 

not activated yet. Please talk to our giant fish DSG 

Customer Service.”   

After an hour of phone call, the card is activated 

and ready to go.  

So, he is back to Mac, opened DSG in Safari, 

chose the court again. And few rackets. and a box of 

balls. And it is done, finally! 

 

Chapter 4 - The Package 

 

It was a long wait! At last, the delivery Friday 

came.  

Flippy heard a “ding-dong”. James was not 

around. He will come later in the day, and will spend 

the whole weekend.  

So, Flippy had to dive down to the Welcome Floor. 

And yes, there was a delivery by a underwater drone. 

The box is huge. Flippy managed to unpack the parts, 

and installed it. It was by the dry pool. Surprise is 

ready for James. 

A little later, another “ding-dong”. And this time it 

is James. Flippy flipped quickly after opening the 

door, and hid behind the dry pool, the area he  

usually avoids. This is dry-pool after all, not a healthy 

place for a fish. 

As James entered he did not find Flippy there. He 

rushed upstairs, shouting "Flippy! Where are you?” He 

could not find Flippy anywhere. He came back to the 

Welcome Floor again, and something catches his 

eyes. What is there by the pool? A leafy patch... Is that 

a ....  

When did that come here? Was it there when he 

came a minute ago? And where is Flippy?   

 

Chapter 5 - The Game 

Flippy and James have been playing lawn tennis on 

their own indoor 

leafy ground tennis 

court at a stretch of 

100 hours! No one 

realized that. This 

is Tuesday 7 

o’clock in the 

evening! 

Flippy was still okay. But James was starving 

crazy now. He was on Gatorade power drink in all 4 

days.   They really need a break now!  

But the game has not ended yet. It was a 5 set match, 

and each won 2 sets, and they were playing the 5th set 

with 5,555 deuces in a row!!! 

At this point they decided to declare the match a 

tie. If you don’t know, this match was the longest 

match in the tennis fistory. 

More to come! Keep reading! 

See you on Flippy’s next release. 
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Take control of blood 

glucose level with a 24/7 

diabetic monitor 

A piece of 

cake 

Digital Art - Logo 

Digital Art – Idiom Illustration 

Srija Goswami | 15 Yrs 

Srija Goswami | 15 Yrs 
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Barbie Paul| 10 Yrs 

Samara Jena | 5 Yrs Anish Chakraborty | 9 Yrs 
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Social standards…Girl’s view 

Shoumili Tarafder | 13 Yrs 

 

 

Cover yourself 

Straighten your hair  

Always be happy 

Live to compare 

 

Sit up straight  

Cross your legs  

Show your smile  

Follow the trends  

 

Don't talk too much 

You’ll bore the others 

Lips always glossed 

Wear bright colors 

 

Nails always polished 

Self-esteem demolished  

Face clear and shiny  

Body must be tiny 

 

Always look dumb  

Never talk back  

Exist to please  

Even when you crack 

 

Look at what you’ve become  

Tattered and broken  

The ideas might be wrong,  

But at least now you belong. 
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Purple Saxifrage 

Aaratrika Mondal | 13 Yrs 

 
 
 

 
A seed not yet awake 
Bursts out into the sunlit air of life 
Quickly covered up by the shifting soil, “for 

its own good” it is told 

 
When you first found out you were expecting a 

child, I’m sure you and your husband both prayed for a 
boy, who could bring you some wealth and a 
comfortable life, as per society’s norms. I’m certain you 
were disappointed when I came into the world. That’s 
what I assume, since you gave me away to an 
orphanage where girls are abandoned by their 
families.  

 
Eager hands uncover the sprout, nurturing 

it to life 

 
Mom and Dad adopted me from an orphanage in 

Kolkata, India, where you must have dropped me off as 
an infant. They brought me to San Francisco, California 
soon after my 4th birthday. They couldn’t tell me much 
about you, but I had been wrapped in a blanket that was 
almost in threads, so they assumed I came from a poor 
family. You don’t even know my name, Ishita, since that 
was given by the orphanage.  

 
Mom was an art teacher and did painting and 

gardening in her free time. Dad was the  

more grounded one of the two, with a job as an 
accountant. He also loved stars, and I got my love for 
astronomy from accompanying him on his stargazing 
trips. I certainly take after my dad - I don’t have a single 
creative bone in my body.  

  
It shoots towards the sky, unfurling 

leaf after leaf  
 

My parents’ constant encouragement has shaped 
me into the woman I am today. When I was young, 
they gave me everything I needed to succeed, and I 
excelled all throughout school. Mom always told me to 
reach for my dreams, and for as long as I can 
remember, I wanted to be an astronaut and explore 
the places that seemed so far away, even through a 
telescope. I poured all my effort into my academics so 
I would get accepted to my dream job - an astronaut 
at NASA. 

 
I went to the California Institute of Technology, one 

of the most prestigious science colleges in the country, 
and majored in astronomy. Finally ready to become an 
astronaut, I applied to NASA and waited 5 months 
before the letter came in the mail.  

 
 

Then one by one,  
Those leaves float to the ground,  
And the first winter sets in  
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But the first time, my application was rejected. I 

was devastated, but I never wanted to give up and 
settle for less. I applied again in 4 years, during their 
next application window. In the meantime, I started 
working as a researcher in astrophysics at Caltech. 
Over time, my dream started to fade away 
subconsciously. I always applied to become an 
astronaut whenever they were accepting applications, 
but even the rejections became part of the routine. I 
gradually focused all of my life on my current work as 
I grew a reputation as an astrophysicist. Just as 
planets revolve around the sun, I revolved around my 
work, spending every waking hour in my office. 

 

One day I was casually scrolling through job 
openings for an astronaut, and I saw a notice for a 
space mission to Mars that urgently needed astronauts. 
When I read further, I saw the reason the mission was 
having difficulty finding astronauts - all over the 
application website, there were messages urging 
applicants to think carefully about their decision, 
because chances are they will never come back. But 
that message didn’t bother me. In fact, it sealed the 
deal, and I never thought twice about applying. I 
realized  I didn’t want to come back to Earth, I wanted 
to escape this world’s gravity forever. Someone more 
committed to family and friends might consider staying 
back, but I didn’t need to be attached to anyone, I only 
needed myself to become the woman of my dreams.  
 

 
 

I waited with renewed energy for the letter, and it 
arrived at the beginning of summer. The words didn’t 
register in my mind until I read the letter a second time –  

I had been accepted! I would have to undergo training 
for 3 years before I would be part of the first team to  
set foot on the red planet. And that wasn’t all. If we got 
there safely, we would be setting up a space station 
and staying there for an extended period of time, 
gathering all types of scientific data about Mars. 
Because of the high risk of this mission, NASA was 
giving me 4 weeks before training so I could spend 
time on Earth before I left.  

 

I almost laughed out loud. I didn’t need a month to 
spend with my family. By this time I was 37, and both 
my parents had passed away, Dad when I was still in 
high school, and Mom a few years back. I didn’t have 
any other family, and I spent so much time on my work, 
I never made any friends. But then I stopped and 
thought that over. Was I really that lonely? 

 

My Bengali roommate in college had been the 
closest thing I had to a friend. Looking back now, I can 
tell that I unconsciously tried to connect to my culture 
through her. She had even taught me how to speak 
basic Bengali, but I never kept in touch with her after 
college. Truth to be told, it’s one of the things I regret 
doing most. The ache in my heart wasn’t just for my 
friend - it craved any sort of relationship, and I always 
suppressed that feeling. I spent my whole life pushing 
people away because I never wanted to feel vulnerable 
and commit to someone who could easily leave me, just 
as you left me. I couldn’t reconnect with my friend now, 
but maybe one place on Earth could fill that void in my 
heart - Kolkata.  

  
But the sapling finds beauty in the season, 

from the glittering snow to the powder-covered 
evergreens 

 
Without a second thought, plans were made, bags 

were packed, and tickets were booked, all in a blur. 
Though I had grown up in a different country, a part of 
me still belonged to this city, and I was trying to figure 
out how these new surroundings fit into my story. I 
thought of my friend many times when I was in India, 
as I could see the places she had always talked about,  
with my own eyes. I realized why it never occurred to 
me to visit Kolkata before now. I had loosened my roots 
from the ground to reach towards the sky, while I forgot  
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one thing - a plant needs deep roots to grow stronger. 
I could feel new roots growing now, tying this bustling 
city to my heart. 

 

One thing I really wanted to do here was to see an 
orphanage, out of curiosity for how my first 4 years of 
life had been. I took an Uber to a girls’ orphanage close 
to where I was staying. The building was at the heart 
of the city, and it looked so rundown and small. I 
ducked inside, and my jaw dropped. I was surrounded 
by young girls, ranging from newborns to twelve year-
olds. There were only three women in the orphanage, 
taking care of the children. The rest of the work was 
done by the girls, with the older ones watching over the 
younger ones. One of the women working there invited 
me to her office to talk. She told me that about fifty girls 
were with them now, and the place was hardly bigger 
than my apartment! My heart broke for all of these 
small children living without parents, though she and 
the other two volunteers worked as hard as they could 
to keep these girls out of the black hole of poverty. I 
told her about me and why I had come to visit, and at 
the end, she requested me to tell all the little girls my 
story to give them hope. 

We returned to the main room of the orphanage, 
and all the girls gathered around me. As I started my 
story, the children were hanging on to my every last 
word. 

 

 The sapling stares in awe at the strength 

of the other trees, stark lines piercing the clouds 
 

 
For the next one week, I stopped by the orphanage 

every day, eager to spend time with the girls. I had 
never known anyone who had also been adopted in 
my childhood, but now I found myself surrounded by  

girls who were just like me - or not. As I looked into their 
eyes, I realized how fortunate I was to have been 
adopted. But one thing about all these girls startled me.  
They had also been abandoned, but I discovered that 
they had all accepted that as a fact of life and moved 
on. None of these girls shied away from relationships 
like I did or had any harsh feelings toward their mothers, 
and I started to see the world from their perspective. I 
never knew I needed to forgive you, but I felt myself 
doing it anyway, and it made my heart feel lighter.  

   
As the snow melts, the sapling’s roots push 

deeper into the chalky soil,  
New leaves emerge, and the first flower 

buds bloom 
 

 
 

The time for me to return to America was drawing 
close, and though I was looking forward to fulfilling my 
dream, I would miss these young girls. They had filled 
that void in my heart, and I was indebted to them. On 
the flight back home, I couldn’t get the girls out of my 
head. If our society was a solar system, these girls 
would be unknown, faceless asteroids floating in space 
without a strong connection to any gravitational field. I  
wanted to turn them into someone memorable; I 
wanted to help them become shooting stars. An idea 
struck me then, and I immediately opened my laptop to 
set it in motion. It was a wonderful way to give back to 
the girls at the orphanage, and to spread their story to 
the world. 

 
   Now the fragile sapling has given way to 

a massive red oak, ready to explore new 
heights 
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I’m writing this to you from the NASA base in 
California. I’m leaving in one week, and in the midst of 
training and preparations, I’ve tried to tell my story to 
you. I may not find you, but after meeting the girls, I 
know that you left me because you loved me, and not 
because you didn’t want me.   

 
My idea was accepted by NASA, and everything to 

complete it is set in place. We’ve set up fundraisers  
around the country, where we will be broadcasting the 
liftoff, and all the money earned from those 
fundraisers is going directly to the orphanages in  
 

India. We’ve also added one last experiment to our 
mission - to grow the first plant on Mars.  
 

Martian soil is difficult to grow vegetation in, but 
this plant is a Purple Saxifrage, the hardiest plant on 
Earth. It will be dedicated to all the young girls in the 
world, who grow up strong in hard conditions, and to 
their mothers, who sacrifice everything for their 
daughters. I’m proud to be the one who will plant that 
tree in the center of the first space station on Mars. 

 
 

 
The only thing we’re waiting for now is the countdown to liftoff. 
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Peacock Lady | Ipsita Priyadarshini 

মা দরূ্ গা | Anwesha Guha Ghosh Watercolor 
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English Corner 

Photograph: Bodhisatya Bhaduri 
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Coveted Cape 

Smarajit Mitra 

“You’ve got to go and cover this”, Carl remarked as he 

took a sip of coffee at the breakfast table.  

Betty was quiet. It would be a great opportunity to write 

about the first woman prime minister of a large 

democracy – Mrs. Bandaranaike was a first, but Ceylon 

was a tiny state – a dwarf compared to India. But she 

had never traveled to Asia, actually not even to Europe. 

Plus, would she be able to get an appointment to 

interview Mrs. Gandhi, even if she got there? It would 

be a major scoop for Ladies Home Journal though, if 

she could manage. And she was very interested to see 

how a woman uses her power at that level, an 

experience Americans never had. 

Betty Friedan, the celebrated author, was on a plane in 

a week. LHJ gave her $3,000 for the trip; it would 

double if she got an interview and triple if it was an 

exclusive. She did get an interview. She carried a copy 

of her bright red The Feminine Mystique as a gift for the 

prime minister. At the end of the interview, Mrs. Gandhi 

invited Betty to travel with her. Over the next several 

weeks, they became friends and Betty was amazed at 

how feminine, yet authoritative Indira was. None of the 

male political style, none of the harshness she had 

noticed with many of the aspiring women politicians she 

had known in America. 

On the last day of her three-week trip, there was a call 

from the Prime minister’s office. “Mrs. Friedan,” the soft 

voice said. “Do you have more than one coat, you are 

travelling with? The prime minister so admires your 

reversible cape.” Betty did not know what to say ! She 

 had been wearing the cape, the only designer garment 

in her wardrobe, a Rudy Gernreich black and camel 

cloak. The prime minister of India had her eyes on her 

outerwear !! What would she do? Donate her prized 

possession to her hostess? 

“She really wants it?” 

“Oh no, no !” the secretary whispered. “Just to borrow 

it for a few hours”. The cape was dispatched by courier 

and returned at the airport the next day, wrapped in 

brown paper.  

As soon as Betty Friedan got back to the U.S., she 

called up Rudy and told him about the cape and Mrs. 

Gandhi’s fascination with it. “Oh, what do I do?” Rudy 

said. I have only one more left in my collection and it’s 

a size 6. Do you think it will fit her? It is also last year’s 

design” he said reluctantly. Betty insisted that he should 

send it. 

A few months later, PM Indira Gandhi came on an 

official visit to the US seeking aid for her country’s 

horrible famine. President Johnson was to receive her 

in the White House and Betty went there to give her 

moral support. Betty was in the front line of the press 

group with shutters clicking everywhere. Indira stepped 

out of the helicopter on the WH grounds, dressed in a 

gorgeous sari with a reversible black and camel cape 

over it!! As she passed Betty in the press group, she 

gave her a big broad wink. 
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Human relationship with God and the Universe 

Nepal Howlader 

 

We are born as human beings on this earth which 

is part of the solar system. The sun is one of the 

billions of stars in our galaxy and there are trillions of 

galaxies in this Universe and there could be multi-

Universes. That tells us how infinitely small this earth 

is in the Universe. The universal question in our 

mind, is there a creator of this Universe? The simple 

answer is, we do not know. The Big Bang Theory 

says the Universe as we know it started with an 

infinitely hot, infinitely dense singularity, then 

inflated- first at an unimaginable speed, and then a 

more measurable rate- over the next 13.8 billion 

years to the cosmos that we know today. We know 

from Einstein that E=mc2 where E=energy, m=mass 

and c=speed of light. The Big Bang transformed 

energy into lighter elements such as hydrogen and 

helium. But we do not know the source of all the 

dense energy. Scientists all over the world are 

working nonstop to determine how the Universe was 

formed. 

Human beings from very early in our civilization 

have been trying to solve the mystery of creation of 

life on this earth and what happens to our soul when 

we die. Religion and spirituality are both rooted in 

trying to understand the meaning of life and, in some 

cases, how a relationship with a higher power may 

influence that meaning. Religion is an organized 

community-based system of beliefs, while 

spirituality resides within the individual and what 

they personally believe. 

 

 

According to current estimates, there are about 4200 

active religions in the world. The five largest religious 

groups in the world are estimated to account for 5.8 billion 

people, 84% of the world population. Christianity 32% (2.2 

billion), Islam 23% (1.6 billion), Hinduism 15%(1.0    

billion),Buddhism 7% (0.5 billion), and Folk 6% (0.4 billion). 

A 2017 Pew Projection suggests that Islam will overtake 

Christianity as the plurality by 2075. On average women 

are more religious than men.  

                 Are there really big differences among the 

ideologies of these main religions? Sree Ramkrishna 

Paramhangsha Dev tried to understand all these main 

religions by practicing them for a while. He concluded that 

there are hardly any differences in the ideologies of all 

these religions. He said you can go to the same destination 

through an infinite number of pathways. He said there 

should not be any conflicts between two different religions. 

Conflicts among different religions arise due to 

misinterpretation and misinformation among the followers. 

Recently, religion is used as a tool to create anarchy and 

religious fanaticism in the world. The origin of some of the 

large conflicts of the world are rooted to misinterpretation 

and misinformation. More and more people are getting 

killed due to religious conflicts. Hindu -Muslim, Palestine-

Israel and Christian vs. Muslim    fights are ongoing in this 

world. Facebook, YouTube and other electronic Media 

may spread false information and those may create 

religious conflicts. Christianity and Islam believe in one 

live, whereas Hinduism and Buddhism believe in 

Reincarnation. Attributes of Hinduism and Buddhism are 

similar, and attributes of Islam and Christianity are similar  

as well. In all major religions when the soul departs from  
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the body we die. In Hinduism and Buddhism, we are 

reborn again and again until salvation of the soul. In 

Christianity and Islam, the soul returns to the body 

on the day of the final Judgement. 

 The soul is immortal. We may sleep for a little 

when we die, but we can never be destroyed like 

energy. We exist and that existence is eternal. The 

body has come, and it will vanish, but the soul 

essence within it will never cease to exist. Nothing 

can terminate that eternal consciousness. As matter 

and energy are indestructible as science has 

proved, the soul or spiritual essence of living beings 

are indestructible. Matter undergoes change, the 

soul undergoes changing experiences. Radical 

changes are termed death, but death does not 

change the soul. Like every droplet of water goes 

down to the ocean, every little soul of living being 

ends up joining the great soul which we call God, 

Allah, Bhagaban, and Buddha. Bhagavad Gita 

speaks beautifully and solacingly of the immortality 

of the soul. " Never the spirit was born; the spirit 

shall cease to be never; Never was time it was not: 

End and Beginning are dreams; Birthless and 

deathless and changeless remainth spirit forever; 

Death hath not touched it at all, dead though the 

house of it seems." Death is not the end: it is 

temporary emancipation; given to you when Karma, 

the law of Justice, is determining that your present 

body and environment have served their purpose, 

or when you are too weary or exhausted by suffering 

to bear the burden of physical existence any longer. 

To those who are suffering, death is resurrection 

from painful tortures of flesh into awakened peace 

and calmness. To the elderly, it is a pension earned 

by years of struggling through life. For all it is a 

welcome rest. 

 

 

 

 

Radha Krishna | Subhra Saha 

Radha Krishna | Subhra Saha 
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